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Featured

Romantic Times Rewind: April 2005 Reviews

Are demons really a natural fit for the Regency era? Join these Two Biddies as we look at the March 2016 RT!








Help A Bitch Out

HaBO: A Wagon Fall Makes Her Go into Labor


by Amanda · Apr 2, 2024 at 10:00 am ·
View all 17 comments 





[image: HaBO: A Wagon Fall Makes Her Go into Labor]
This HaBO is from Andrea, who is hoping to find this romance. Warnings below for faking a child’s death: I know I read the book in late 1990s to mid-2000s. Frontier or Western setting. Man enters an inn and ends up marrying a young woman (who knows how to live in mountain area) by spending night in bed with a board between them (jumping the board). The woman is with a scout or guide. They … Continue reading HaBO: A Wagon Fall Makes Her Go into Labor →
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Hide Your Wallet

Hide Your Wallet: April 2nd Release Week!


by Amanda · Apr 2, 2024 at 3:00 am ·
View all 10 comments 





[image: Hide Your Wallet: April 2nd Release Week!]
Happy April, friends! We’re start this month off nice and slow. Mysteries dominate this week’s of releases, from cozy to historical to Gothic. There are also a couple romances, mainly of the contemporary variety. What releases are on your TBR pile this week? Tell us in the comments!
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Books On Sale

Books by Jill Shalvis, Rebecca Zanetti, & More


by Amanda · Apr 1, 2024 at 11:30 am ·
View all 8 comments 





[image: Books on Sale: Dukes Do It Better by Bethany Bennett & More]
Dukes Do It Better by Bethany Bennett is $1.99! This is the third book in the Misfits of Mayfair series; we’ve feature the previous two books on sale before. I don’t love how this cover design is a departure from the other books.

Continue reading →
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Cover Awe: Foreign Editions, Fonts, & More


by Amanda · Apr 1, 2024 at 4:00 am ·
View all 3 comments 






[image: Godly Heathens by H.E. Edgmon. The three quarter profile of a young Indigenous person. The sides of their head are shaved and the loose hair on top is pulled back into a ponytail. They have a gold lip ring and nose ring. Twigs and branches are reaching out to surround their face and shoulders, while a red and gold snake peeks out from the branches.] 
Welcome back to Cover Awe! This is where we discuss cover designs that we like. Cover art by Radiante Mozzarelle Amanda: Border designs! I love how the people were incorporated into the border. Sarah: I really like that cover. Every time I see it, I take a long look. Amanda: The bubblegum pink is also super eyecatching. Lara: I am enamored of this cover. I just want to fall deep into its pink and teal … Continue reading Cover Awe: Foreign Editions, Fonts, & More →
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April Fool’s 2024: Smart Fishes, Trashy Hooks


by SB Sarah · Apr 1, 2024 at 12:05 am ·
View all 12 comments 






[image: A blue and white illustration of a shark flexing a bicep with extremely defined abs.] 
This year, for April Fool’s Day 2024, we are expanding our reach to try to corner the angler angle, because, well, why not?! Smart Fishes Trashy Hooks knows you need top of the line bait and tackle while you while away the hours reading and fishing! We’ve got Hooks on Sale, and, of course…. Cover Shark. (This will never not make me snort!) Well played to Amanda for this year’s April Fool’s idea. Happy April … Continue reading April Fool’s 2024: Smart Fishes, Trashy Hooks →
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Book Review



Lore of the Wilds by Analeigh Sbrana


by Carrie S · Mar 31, 2024 at 4:00 am ·
View all 5 comments 






[image: Lore of the Wilds]

How can I review a book that has a plot twist in the last chapter that changes the entire book? Lore of the Wilds is a fantasy that is enjoyable but…odd. The heroine is twenty-one but the book reads as very YA despite one graphic sex scene. There’s a love triangle, but it’s difficult to write about it without revealing a spoiler that comes out of nowhere at the very end of the book. There … Continue reading Lore of the Wilds by Analeigh Sbrana →
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Get Rec’d with Amanda – Volume 62


by Amanda · Mar 31, 2024 at 3:00 am ·
View all 2 comments 





[image: Get Rec’d with Amanda – Volume 62]
Hey, everyone! How’s it going? I’m back with another round of recommendations for all types of readers. I even selfishly included one I keep getting that I want some second opinions on. This time, we have a Medusa story, a love story anthology, and non-fiction. Get any good recommendations lately? I would love to hear about them in the comments!


 









Book Review



The Duchess by Sophie Jordan


by SB Sarah · Mar 30, 2024 at 3:00 am ·
View all 18 comments 






[image: The Duchess]

Sarah: This book is extraordinary in that the cover copy, the plot, and the characters all hinted at many potential delights, and delivered on none of them. When Lara messaged me about the book since I’d mentioned it in a recent Hide Your Wallet, we decided to review the book together.  The cover copy mentions that this is a “new high concept series, The Scandalous Ladies of London, which chronicles the lives of a group of … Continue reading The Duchess by Sophie Jordan →
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Transcript Announcement

Podcast 608, Your Transcript is Ready


by SB Sarah · Mar 29, 2024 at 3:30 pm ·
Leave a comment 





[image: Smart Podcast, Trashy Books: The Podcast Transcript]
The transcript for Podcast 608. Women as Shields and Scapegoats: Talking Kate Middleton with Melissa Blue has been posted!

Continue reading →



 

















Books On Sale

A Romantic Suspense Set, Historical Romance, & More


by Amanda · Mar 29, 2024 at 11:30 am ·
View all 11 comments 





[image: Books on Sale: The Invisible Library by Genevieve Cogman & More]
RECOMMENDED: The Invisible Library by Genevieve Cogman is $1.99! This is a fantasy novel that Carrie really enjoyed. She graded it a B+:

While I genuinely loved the characters and concepts of the book, it’s played strictly for fun adventure. It’s basically just an excuse to have smart people fight cyborg alligators in a ballroom and werewolves in a museum. It’s smart, well-written fluff and I ate it up with a spoon.

Continue reading →
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Podcast



608. Women as Shields and Scapegoats: Talking Kate Middleton with Melissa Blue


by SB Sarah · Mar 29, 2024 at 2:00 am ·
View all 9 comments 





[image: Smart Podcast, Trashy Books: The Podcast]
Mel Blue was my guest when we discussed Spare – which has become one of my most listened-to episodes – so I asked her back to talk about the narratives of PR, why the weird stories around Kate Middleton grabbed attention worldwide, and why so many people were and are paying attention. On one level it’s a story that originated in gossip about rich and powerful people in an archaic power structure being weird. But … Continue reading 608. Women as Shields and Scapegoats: Talking Kate Middleton with Melissa Blue →
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[image: The Ladies]

Welcome
 New to SBTB? Not sure where to start? We have a page for you! Make sure to check out the podcast, too.

If you’d like to receive updates in your inbox, visit our subscribe page and sign up for the content you crave!

As an Amazon Associate we earn from qualifying purchases. We also may use affiliate links in our posts, as well.

[image: thanks]

	Amazon
	B & N
	Kobo
	Apple Books
	The Ripped Bodice
	Bookshop


New! Have you seen our Books on Sale collection? All the latest sales and retailer coupons!
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Newsletter
 
Don't miss a moment of Smart Bitches fun. All you need to do is click this link, and sign up!
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 Can I submit a guest review?
Sure! If you've written a review for a romance that you think might interest the community or you'd like to rant and/or squee about a book, and you haven't published it elsewhere, please email Sarah. She'd love to hear from you!



 [image: Smart Bitches BETA]


No case is too cold! Get ready to put on your detective cap →
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